An ozone sensor developed by A. W. Brewer and manufactured by h'ltxst Development Co., Davenport, Iowa, has found incrensed usage during recent months as a device for nleasuring the vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone (see [I] for information about the instrument).
T n e d u a t i n g t h e
performance of the Milst-Brewer sensors, tests were conducted on severd sensor airsttmpling pumps in an effort to assess their flow characteristics a t pressures within the range 150 to 6 mb. Measurements of the rate of airflow were made with n specially developed appttrntus which permitted accurate determinrttions of lengths of time taken by a pump under test to inflttte a fixed-volume plastic bag a t atmospheric pressure and t i t another, reduced pressure within a bell jar. The pump's airflow rate at the reduced pressure was computed from the ratio o f the two times of inflation. To simulate nctu:rl sensor conditions in which air is bubbled through 2-cm. column of solution, cdibrations were performed with the pumps working against a back pressure exerted by a column of Apiezon A oil 2.3 cm. high.
Tests were performed on 4 pumps identified by the numbers 23, 24, 30, and 32. Data plotted in figure 1 indicttte not only that the flow rates decreased a t air pressures below approximately 100 mb., but, dso, that the flow rate factors differed considerably for the pumps tested. The differences in pump performance seemed to stem from the degree of lubrication of the pump pistons and cylinders. It was observed prior to testing, for example, that pumps 24 and 32 were very lightly oiled. Pump 23, with n superior flow characteristic (see curve 23;~, fig. I ), nppeirred to be well oiled and functioned especially smoothly during operation. Pump 30 also seemed well oiled but its mechimica1 action was consiclercrbly less smooth. To test the hypothesis tha,t each pump's performcrnce was influenced by its state of lubrication, pump 23 was operated for 9 hr. after which time it was observed to be considerably drier than initially. A second calibmtion was then performed, yielding the flow characteristic 23b of figure 1. For n final check, all oil was removed from pump 23 with a solvent, tind when an airflow calibration was once agnin macle, considerably inferior flow chmxcteristic 23c o f figure 1 was obtained.
The reduction in pump airflow rates a t pressures less tllnn npproximtrtely 100 mb. is of sufficient magnitude to warrant npplicntion of corrections to vertical distribution ozone data. used in certnin research, for example, i n investigations of the photochemical rtrtes of ozone production, verticd ozone transport, etc. Note t h t ftlilure to apply the corrections may on occil,sion result in observed ozone amounts that are approximately 25 percent low n t 6 mb. pressure.
'Yo facilitrite t,he application of corrections to ozone drita, an average flow chnmcteristic for the Mttst-Brewer air snmpling pumps llns been drnwn in figure 2. After taking into account differences in per- should be interchanged. The smaller one is described by the caption designated figure 7, the larger by the caption designated figure 8.
